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There appears to be a growing sentiment that we’re on the
verge  of  some  kind  of  significant  breakthrough.  Not  the
obvious crackdown of the PTBs, but a good move forward for
conscious humanity. It seems to be an awareness step of some
sort,  but  this  next  stage  is  becoming  more  and  more
palpable.Many have talked about these energetic changes and
the consciousness shift we’re in the midst of, but even within
that we can sense levels of relative change and I’m hearing it
from all sides. There’s an unraveling going on as the awakened
become empowered, but many dynamics are involved.

Is it related to this feeling of a calm before a storm on the
world stage, a version of our own anticipation clearly known
amongst the awakened?

Yes.

The  difference  is  the  awakened  are  not  reactive,  but
responsive and even proactive. We follow our hearts and feel
out  what’s  transpiring.  While  the  compulsion  and  near
infatuation with keeping track of the mounting manipulative
deeds of the usurpers consumes a lot of alternative attention,
we can also sense these hard to perceive shifts in perspective
that continue to surface.

They happen for our own encouragement and help to mark our
points of progress in what we’re accomplishing and where we’re
going.
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More importantly, seeing these definitive integrated, staged
changes helps to articulate these progressions. This isn’t
just the overall “shift” we’re in the midst of, but a clear
staged move into a post awakened awareness and understanding
of where we are at in this present moment.

Spiritual Resignation – or the Pause that Refreshes?
The current trend that I’m personally sensing is almost a
spiritual resignation taking place. Not in a negative “I give
up” tone, but more a realization of what is about to take
place and the many practical preparations. Many are finding
that helping those who aren’t willing to be helped, or those
who aren’t willing to be made aware of this nearing point, as
a futile form of redundancy.

“Why try? They don’t want it…”

In other words, what people are meant to do they’ll do, or not
do. It’s really up to them to wake up or not. This feeling is
triggered by the auto-response mechanism they all seem to
display – “no, no, and more no. It’s not possible, it can’t
be, and you’re full of conspiracy crap” yada yada.

My take? It’s true. Walk away from the dead and go find the
living. We have serious work to do.

It’s much like the age old philosophical argument between free
will and determinism. Just because we run up against dead
heads doesn’t mean we stop doing what we’re doing. We march on
in spite of thuggish attitudes and mindless opposition.

The fun thing is, another mechanism is seeping in and we need
to understand it clearly.

The Truther and the Fatalist – Are They Merging?
While awakened souls feel compelled to reach out and tell
others what has become intensely clear to them, they’re also
continually processing the more subtle changes around them and



what they are indicating. There is no set agenda, there are no
set protocols except love and a strong desire for truth.

But what happens when the mission seems to come to an end?
What happens when the campaigner thinks it’s become futile,
the die is cast, the worm has turned, the tables are fixed?

I’m not saying that’s the case across the board, but it’s a
reality seeping in and I’m not afraid of it, as active as I
am. I can understand that type of resignation and the decision
to  pull  back  and  prepare  for  the  changeover.  It’s  very
realistic.

In my mind that’s not what I endorse, although I have taken
precautions in my own life along those lines and encouraged
others to do the same. Keeping at the battle every chance I
get is what I live for. But I think I’m catching the drift of
the “resignationist”.

It’s all about to happen and people aren’t listening.

But they can.

More importantly, let people want to wake up and decide for
themselves. If they’re not hungry, you can’t make ’em hungry.
Leading  a  horse  to  water,  no  mater  how  compelling  or
entertaining, will not make it drink. But there’s an inner
desire on the part of all living creatures.

Freed to Take Care of Business
We need to each learn to deal with this dilemma ourselves and
act on it. I will not endorse reluctance, compliance, giving
up or yielding to the dystopic negative entropic forces in any
way, shape or form. But this wave of spiritual sensation is a
profound one, and nothing to be ashamed of if you’re feeling
it.

The reason? We ARE there. It IS all about to blow. Maybe folks
are being freed to go about their lives to get their things in



order,  prepare  loved  ones,  concentrate  their  energy  on
immediate matters.

If that’s the case, that’s wonderful. We’re all supposed to be
going  about  getting  our  lives  and  homes  in  order,  but
sometimes  we  need  to  be  freed  from  other  perceived
obligations. This isn’t necessarily everyone’s “reason” for
disengaging from the battle but I hope it does some potential
explaining and liberating.

For everyone.

Keep on. Very strange times we’re passing through. Be aware,
be conscious, be ready, be responsible.

Hang on and let go. You’ll know what to do. Just do what calls
you.

From your heart.

Much love – Zen
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Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
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of this world we were born into.
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